with wavelet-based EODT algorithm as preprocessed tools is proposed for removing the interferences and developing the quantitative models with high precision in near-infrared (NIR) spectra. EODT-LS-SVR algorithm is composed of two steps. In the first step, the preprocessing algorithm named EODT, which combines the ideas of wavelet packet transform (WPT), orthogonal signal correction (OSC) and information theory, is employed for the characteristic extraction of analyte information through multi-scale analysis. Entropy-based baseline signal removing (EBSR) algorithm is applied to remove the baseline of the spectra based on information theory with WPT-based analysis, and then the information orthogonal to the concentrations of analyte is removed by OSC algorithm in each frequency band of spectra. In the second step, LS-SVR method coupled with grid search and particle swarm optimization (PSO) technique for parameters optimization is used to enhancing the quality of regression models. EODT-LS-SVR algorithm was validated by two NIR spectral datasets, one used for measuring the fat concentration of milk and the other used for measuring the oil content of corn. The comparison of prediction results demonstrated that the performance of calibration models developed by EODT-LS-SVR algorithm is better than that developed by other conventional algorithms, showing the high efficiency and the high quality for quantitative model development in NIR spectra of complex samples.
I. INTRODUCTION
As one of the most powerful analytical techniques, near-infrared (NIR) spectroscopy is being extensively applied in agriculture, petrochemical, textile, food, pharmaceutical industry, biotechnology, and medicine [1] [2] [3] . Due to the characteristics of rapidity, simplicity and nondestructive or non-invasive measurement, NIR analysis has been taking a very important role both in laboratory analysis and on-line analysis [4] . Especially, with the development of chemometrics and the use of chemometrical methods in modeling, NIR techniques have been being considered as the standard procedures for many quantitative analyses [5] .
In NIR analysis, a large number of chemical and physical properties are related with the spectral data through chemometrical method, therefore the efficiency of quantitative NIR method is dependent on chemometrical calibration model. Usually, there are two steps in building the chemometrical calibration model [6, 7] . The first step is to preprocess the NIR spectra for the purpose of removing interference information, and the second step is to develop the calibration model based on the preprocessed data and the multivariate methods. Thus, in order to build a NIR calibration model with high precision and strong robustness, it is necessary to select or develop suitable algorithms in the two steps above.
In fact, NIR spectra include not only the analyte information (the information of substance to be analyzed or tested), but also the interference information (irrelevant information) in most applications [8, 9] . Typically, the interferences, which are mainly composed of the noise, background, scattering, absorbance of other components and so on, are the dominant sources of spectra variation [10] . In other words, the presence of interferences deteriorates the problem of extraction of relatively weak analyte information in NIR spectra. Consequently, the NIR analysis would generate poor results. Classical preprocessing methods for interferences removal are to fit the interference information as a line or a polynomial curve. But in many cases, the interference information is not fitted as "ideal" as a line or a polynomial curve, indicating the interferences are varying and non-constant [11, 12] . Then, other kinds of algorithms have been proposed for interferences removal, such as derivative, standard normal variation (SNV) [13] , multiplicative scatter correction (MSC) [14] , orthogonal signal correction (OSC) [15, 16] , discrete wavelet transform (DWT) [17, 18] , net analyte signal (NAS) [19] , and so on.
OSC, which is developed by Wold and coworkers [15] , works by removing the parts linearly unrelated (orthogonal) to the response of the calibration model. It is an efficient algorithm for removing synthetical noise coming from background, scattering, instrument, measurement conditions variation, etc. DWT and its generalization [17] , the discrete wavelet packet transform (DWPT), are relatively new and promising mathematical tools for the pretreatment of NIR spectra. Through separating a spectrum into a series of frequency contributions, they can provide information in time and frequency domain. Compared with DWT, DWPT is able to decompose a signal into low frequency band and high frequency band in finer and more flexible way. These characteristics of DWPT make it possible to perform feature extraction, signal denoising, and background analysis by selecting the corresponding wavelet coefficients in the wavelet domain [20, 21] . However, among these algorithms, none of them can give the appropriate result independently in most applications, especially in the application of multi-components analysis. Moreover, these preprocessing algorithms sometimes may discard useful information other than interference information and lead to the reduction of predictive ability of the calibration model. According to the complexity of interferences in NIR spectra, some kinds of combination of these preprocessing methods can be tried to improve the performance.
Additionally, in the analysis of NIR data, a reliable quantitative and qualitative calibration model is also a matter of primary importance for characterization of unknown samples, so it is crucial to study the methods for model construction. Common multivariate methods for building the calibration model include multiple linear regression (MLR) [22] , principal component regression (PCR) [23] , partial least squares (PLS) [24] , artificial neural network (ANN) [25] , etc. PLS, which is based on linear models, is the most widely used calibration method and served as the satisfactory solution in most case. However, PLS cannot work well all the time, especially in situations where a nonlinear relationship is clearly present or the linear relationship between the spectra and the measured property is deteriorated badly by the interferences. In such cases, ANN, which is based on multilayer perceptrons calculation, is proposed and applied with relative more success. Nevertheless, ANN suffers several critical drawbacks such as the nonreproducibility problem due to the existence of many local minima caused by the multilayer perceptrons gradient based training method [26] . Besides, the ANN method excessively relies on train sample data, but in most cases, the limited number of sample data and the dimension reduction of spectra for computation simplification would also greatly weaken the prediction ability of ANN model. To achieve better performance, a promising methodology called least squares support vector regression (LS-SVR) [27, 28] , which is originated from support vector machines regression (SVR) [29] , has been introduced to perform multivariate regression. Instead of the quadratic programming, LS-SVR only requires solving a set of linear equations to lead to global model with simplified computation. The main advantages of LS-SVR include the superior generalization and accurate prediction, indicating that the LS-SVR has the outstanding power to deal with nonlinearity problems as well as linearity problems. Due to these merits of LS-SVR method, it is very suitable for NIR spectroscopy analysis and rapidly gains a lot of successful applications [28] .
In this paper, a new hybrid algorithm, which is the combination of a wavelet-based preprocessing algorithm and LS-SVR method, is proposed to improve the prediction ability of NIR quantitative analysis in the presence of interferences. The preprocessing algorithm, which takes advantages of entropy-based baseline signal removing (EBSR) algorithm, OSC and DWPT, is also a combinational algorithm with the name of EODT. Consequently, the total algorithm in this paper is denoted as EODT-LS-SVR. In order to validate the effectiveness of EODT-LS-SVR algorithm, two real NIR spectral datasets were analyzed by different processing methods for measuring the concentrations of analyte, and the results indicated that the EODT-LS-SVR algorithm can develop the NIR quantitative model with better prediction ability.
II. THEORY AND ALGORITHMS
EODT-LS-SVR algorithm focuses on two steps. One is for the removal of interference information from mass spectra by EODT algorithm. The other is for the calibration models establishment by LS-SVR algorithm based on the preprocessed data. In this section, basic remarks about algorithms used in our study are presented. Some references on detail are also included.
A. Discrete Wavelet Packet Transform
DWPT decomposes a signal into localized contribution labeled by a scale and a position parameter, and each of the contributions at different scale represents the information of different frequency contained in the original signal [17] . The decomposition of DWPT is executed through a convolution of the signal with various scales and translations of a mother wavelet. As shown in Fig. 1 , a signal denoted as S or s 0,0 is fully decomposed up to L levels, where s j,i represents the ith wavelet packet coefficients in jth level decomposition. The WPT decomposing arithmetic can be described as [18] 
where H and G are the low-pass filter and the high-pass filter, j = 1, 2 …L, and i = 1, 2 … 2 j -1. Denote L as the largest number of decomposition level. By the decomposition, S can be split into 2 j individual frequency contributions. After decomposition, the spectra denoising can be implemented by thresholding operation in wavelet domain. In this paper, the wavelet packet coefficients are processed using soft thresholding, and the SURE method proposed by Donoho based on stein's unbiased risk estimation is selected [30] . By utilizing inverse WPT, the denoised coefficient also can be converted back into the original domain. Denote the denoised s j,i as s ' j,I , and the inverse DWPT can be described as
s Hs Gs (2) where H * and G * are the pairing operators of H and G. Thus, the p L,i , which represents contribution of the individual frequency bands, is calculated by executing the , which is obtained by applied denoising to S, can be computed as
B. Entropy-based Baseline Signal Removing (EBSR) Algorithm
In general, the baseline signal, which is located in low frequency band, is non-constant, varying, componentdependent and different from sample to sample in NIR spectra. In many types of practical application, the varying baseline can evenly dominate the variation of spectra and makes the analysis process more complicate. Here, EBSR algorithm aims at removing the baseline irrelevant to the measured properties and maintaining the informative spectra variations at the same time based on DWPT and information entropy theory [31] .
According to the frequency component p L,i , its information entropy can be calculated as:
Step1. Build a linear regression model as
where Y is the m×1 matrix with a measured property in m samples, g i is the regression matrix and ε i is the residual error matrix. Using least square method, the g i can be computed as
Then the information matrix IM j is calculated as
Step2. Calculate the information entropy corresponding to Y as [31] 
where q k (i) is the kth diagonal element of IM i . Assume that X is the m×n spectral data matrix with n wavelength points in m samples. The principle of EBSR can be summarized as
Step1. According to (7), compute the information entropy of whole spectra X as I whole .
Step2. Perform WPT decomposition on X by the maximum levels (L max) , and obtain the 
Step4. Add variable k by one, and update the g lf,k and
Then recalculate the information entropy I b,k .
Step5. If the performance of I b,k is similar to that of I b,k-1 , the signal B k can be eliminated as baseline. Then, increase variable k by one and repeat Step4 until the performances of I b,Q is different from that of I b,Q-1 .
Step6. Remove the components representing baseline, and the left spectra (X EBSR ) can be used to develop multivariate calibration models. 
C. Orthogonal Signal Correction
The goal of OSC is to correct the X by removing the information orthogonal to Y. The details of OSC algorithm can be described as following [16] :
Step1. Compute the projection of Y onto X as
where X + is the Moore-Penrose inverse of X and is equal to (X T X)
Step2. Compute the projection of X onto the orthogonal complement space of Y as
where I is a identity matrix.
Step3. Compute the score matrix of ZZ T through SVD decomposition as [T, D] = SVD (ZZ T ).

Step4. Compute the weight matrix as
Step5. Renew the T as = T XW. (14) Step6. Compute the loading matrix as
Step7. The corrected spectra X OSC can be formulated as
To correct again, X can be replaced by X OSC , and then the equations from (11) to (16) will be repeated.
D. Least Squares Support Vector Rregression
The present form of SVR was developed by AT&T Bell Laboratory and has been applied to chemometric issues for discrimination and quantitative prediction. To simplify SVR algorithm as well as achieve robustness and sparseness, Suykens proposed an alternate formulation of the SVR strategy called LS-SVR [27] . In LS-SVR, the e-insensitive loss function is replaced by a squared loss function. While foregoing the benefits of automatic sparseness and perhaps some insensitivity to outliers, LS-SVR can be trained much more efficiently. Like SVR, LS-SVR is also based on a kernel substitution. Therefore, the X in (8) should be replaced by an m×m kernel matrix K with the form
where k i,j is calculated by the kernel function. Here, the radial basis function (RBF) kernel was used as kernel function, and the element of K is calculated as 
where .
F denotes the 2-norm, x i and x j are the NIR spectra of samples, and σ is the kernel width parameter. After constructing the Lagrangian equation, setting equality constraints, and simplifying, a linear KarushKuhn-Tucker (KKT) system can be obtained as 
where I m×m is an m×m identity matrix, I m is a m×1 vector of ones, γ is the regularization constant, H is the vector of model coefficients and a is the model bias term. Compared with SVR, LS-SVR has only two parameters (γ, σ) for tuning after simplification. It should be stressed that it is very important to do a careful parameter selection to achieve a good calibration model. Once the two optimized parameters were obtained, the model can be built as (20) where h (i) is the ith element of H, x new is the spectrum of unknown sample, and y new is prediction value.
E. The EODT-LS-SVR Algorithm
EODT-LS-SVR algorithm can be summarized as follows:
Step1. Perform EBSR algorithm on the raw spectral matrix X raw to search low frequency contribution which can be viewed as baseline signal. Then the processed spectra matrix can be computed as
Step2. Perform an L max level DWPT decomposition on the matrix X EBSR . Then the thresholding operation is applied to the wavelet packet coefficients for denoising by SURE method in soft thresholding type [30] . Through inverse DWPT, the new frequency component contributions ( Step4. Perform summation according to (3) , and calculate the filtered spectra as
Step5. Based on the matrix X EODT , perform grid-search technique and particle swarm optimization (PSO) technique to search the optimal parameters (γ op , σ op ) [32] , with which the LS-SVR model can achieve the smallest error. Then calculate the parameters (a op , B op ) corresponding to (γ op , σ op ) and build the LS-SVR model using these parameters.
The application of EODT-LS-SVR algorithm on the prediction set X pre can be summarized as follows:
Step1. After performing DWPT decomposition on the X pre , removing the baseline signal based on the parameter Q determined by EBSR algorithm. Then, perform the SURE-based DWPT denoising algorithm and reconstruct the component contributions ( Step2. Using matrix W and matrix T, the OSC-filtered component can be obtained as 
Then the EODT-filtered prediction set EODT pre X can be calculated according to (22) .
Step3. Using LS-SVR model, the measured property of unknown sample can be predicted as Two NIR datasets were used to test the performances of EODT-LS-SVR algorithm. One was obtained from Cargill Inc., and also can be downloaded from http://www.eigenvector.com/Data/Corn/index.html. At Cargill, 80 corn samples were scanned from 1100nm to 2498nm, operating at 2nm resolution (Fig. 2) . The objective is to predict the oil content from the set of spectra by the mp5 instrument. These corn samples were split into a calibration set and a prediction set with each including 40 samples. The other is the spectral data of 130 Homogenized milk samples supplied by Tianjin University of Science & Technology with the fat concentration ranging from 1.3g dL -1 to 5.8g dL -1 . NIR transmission spectra (10000cm -1 to 4000cm -1 ) were collected by a Spectrum-GX FT-IR Spectrometer (Perkin-Elmer, USA) equipped with PbS detector and 0.5mm quartz sample cell, operating at 4 cm -1 resolution (Fig. 3) . The objective is to predict the fat concentrations (measured by Rose-Gottlied method) through these collected spectra. Total of these samples were split into two sets, one used as calibration set including 100 samples and the other with 30 samples used as validation set.
III. EXPERIMENTS
A. Sample Preparation
B. Software and Computation
All the aforementioned calculations were performed using Matlab 2006a (The Math Works, Natick, USA). The PSO procedure was developed based on PSO toolbox v0.3. The free LS-SVM lab v1.5 (Suykens, Leuven, Belgium) was implemented with Matlab to develop all the LS-SVM models. The optimal parameters of LS-SVM models for the calibration set were selected based on the squared correlation coefficient (R 2 ) and the root mean square error of calibration (RMSEC). The accuracy of the calibration model was evaluated by R 2 and the root mean square error of prediction (RMSEP) for validation set. Spectra collected from most spectroscopic instruments are inherently multiscale in nature owing to contributions from the measured properties related with different localization in time and frequency domains. This phenomenon can be demonstrated by performing WPT decomposition and information entropy calculation on the spectra. To measure the spectral variations, the raw spectra of calibration set were decomposed to 9 levels (512 frequency components) for corn samples and 10 levels (1024 frequency components) for milk samples using 'db4' mother wavelet. After computing the information entropy of each component (I L,i ), the distribution profiles of spectral contribution as a function of scale and position parameter were obtained as shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 . It can be seen that the information entropy of each component is different, and the information entropy of most of components is lower than that of whole spectra. The reasons are twofold. Firstly, the analyte information contained in raw spectra is not concentrated, but distributes in many frequency components. Secondly, the collected spectra may suffer from large background and noise variations causing the increase of information entropy. In fact, an obvious noise can be found in Fig. 1 , especially when the wavelength is around 1400nm (7140cm -1 ). This is partly due to the strong absorbancy dominated by water component in this region, which also can generate large background variation at the same time. As a result, the uncertainty of whole spectra must increase, followed by the increase of information entropy. Therefore, before building the calibration model, it is necessary to perform preprocessing to improve the signal-to-noise ratio as well as select the useful information through signal processing and multivariate statistics. Figure 6 . The information entropy for baseline removal of corn samples.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A. Profiles of Information Entropy of Each Frequency Component
B. Effect of EODT Algorithm on Interferences Removal 1) Baseline Removal Based on Information entropy
From Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 , although the changes in spectral variation of different components can be found, it is difficult to determine how much spectral variation. According to (9) , the increase of k corresponds to the gradual reduction of analyte information, while the information entropy loss indicates the importance of corresponding component in whole spectra. To remove baseline signal with minimum information loss, the entropy (I B,k ) was calculated as shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 . With k equaling to 0, the whole spectra were used and no information loss. As presented in Fig. 6, I B,k quickly decreases at first (k≤1) and then increases when k is equal to 2. Because the subtraction of component p 9,1 results into increase of entropy, it must contain analyte information and can't be viewed as baseline signal. Thus, the summation of components B 1 can be identified as the contribution from background for removal. The estimated baseline signal of corn samples was illustrated in Fig. 8 . Similarly, for milk samples, the summation of components B 5 can be viewed as baseline signal (Fig. 9) . 2) Interference Information Removed by EODT Algorithm According to the application of concentration measurement, the analyte information is defined as the information relevant to the concentrations of analyte, while the interference information is defined as the information orthogonal to the concentrations of analyte.
Generally, interference information in NIR spectra mainly includes background (in low frequency), variations caused by other components in milk (in middle frequency), noise from external environment and instrument (in middle and high frequency), and etc. After baseline removal by EBSR algorithm, other frequency components (except B 1 or B 5 ) generated from DWPT decomposition contain both analyte and interference information. In other words, the distributions of interference information are varying in different frequency bands, meaning that the spectra are multi-scale [33, 34] . Classical methods are usually applied globally to the spectra to remove the interference. But the selection of an entire frequency can retain a significant portion of the interference spectra variation. Therefore, the effects are unsatisfactory.
In this paper, the EODT algorithm can takes full advantage of multi-scale analysis through the combination of DWPT decomposition and OSC algorithm. Due to the multi-scale property of interference information, the portions of spectral energy removed by EODT algorithm are also different in each frequency band. Here, the spectral energy is defined as 
where s i is the intensity of a wavenumber point, and n is the number of points in a spectrum. To show the multiscale characteristics of EODT algorithm, percentage of the spectral energy removed for corn samples is presented in Fig. 10 . It is shown that, on average, 42% of the spectral energy is removed, indicating that only 58% of spectral energy is related to the prediction of analyte concentration. Also, it can be seen that almost all of the spectral energy in the low frequency components (p 9,1~p9,80 ) and middle frequency components (p 9,180~p9,230 , p 9,310~p9,360 ) are retained. This can be explained by the fact that the majority of useful information is contained in the low and middle frequency band. On the contrary, large portion of spectral energy in high frequency band is removed. This is probably a consequence of that high frequency components mainly include random noise and the OSC algorithm can fully remove this kind of interference information. The two spectral datasets processed by EODT algorithm based on analyte concentration matrix are shown in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 . Compared with the spectra in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 , it can be seen that most of the spectral variations are removed and some spectral features related to analyte are extracted. In order to further verify the effectiveness of EODT algorithm for interference information removal, the principal component analysis (PCA) [35] was calculated on the EODT-filtered spectral data of 40 milk samples based on fat concentration matrix. 40 special samples from calibration set are split into 4 subsets with protein concentrations of 1.7g dL -1 , 2.9g dL -1 , 4.1g dL -1 and 5.3g dL -1 , respectively. The fat concentrations of 10 samples in each subset range from 1.3g dL -1 to 5.8g dL -1 with interval 0.5g dL -1 . Fig. 13 is the plot of the scores of the first four principal components (PCs) which can explain more than 92% of the total variance. It can be seen that the samples of each subset are clustered together, but the distribution regions of the four subsets are different in PCs. The region of subset 1 is clearly separated from the regions of other three subsets, and only small portions of overlap exist between subset 2 and subset 3 as well as between subset 2 and subset 4. Based on this analysis, there is a clear requirement to develop calibration model for concentration determination by means of multivariate methods. 
C. The Calibration Models
In the model developed by LS-SVR with RBF kernel, the training process for searching the optimal parameters (γ, σ) is a manageable task, similar to the process employed to select the number of factors for PLS model, but in this case for a two-dimensional problem. The searching process of EODT-LS-SVR algorithm comprises two steps:
Step1. With the values of γ in the range of 1-2000 with increment of 20 and σ in the range of 0.01-80 with increment of 0.5, the process of grid searching starts, and the calibration models are developed on the grid points according to (19) and (20) . These ranges of parameters are selected from the previous studies where it established the magnitude of the parameters to be optimized. For each combination of parameters (γ, σ), RMSECs for oil and fat are calculated and the optimized parameters can be selected which produced the smaller RMSEC. Through grid searching, the optimized regions of parameters were determined. When γ ranges from 1 to 90 and σ ranges from 0.6 to 19, the RMSEC for oil tends to a minimum. Also, when γ ranges from 40 to 50 and σ ranges from 20 to 26, the RMSEC for fat tends to a minimum.
Step2. In the two optimized parameter regions for fat and protein, PSO technique is used to find the optimal parameters (γ op , σ op ) due to its characteristics of fast multi-peak searching and dynamic optimization. Because the dimension of search space is 2, the number of particles is set as 25 [32] . Additionally, the initial position of each particle can be set as the center of the optimized region and the maximum number of iterations is set as 10000. After PSO searching, the optimal parameters for corn were found with the value of γ = 13.90 and σ = 1.18, and the optimal parameters for milk were found with the value of γ = 49.30 and σ = 21.42.
D. Results comparison of different multivariate models
Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 depict the RMSEP curves of PLS models with different preprocessing methods for oil content of corn samples and fat concentration of milk samples in validation set. For the sake of comparison, first ten latent variables were calculated. In 'none-PLS', 'MSC-PLS' and 'OSC-PLS' models, the PLS method is directly applied to the entire spectra without multiscale process. It can be seen from Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 , the RMSEP curves for oil and fat using EODT-PLS are much lower than those with other algorithms, indicating that EODT algorithm can effectively remove the interference information and extract the analyte information. In addition, the trends of the two RMSEP curves of EODT-PLS are also much similar to each other. With the increase of number of latent variables, the RMSEP curves descend gradually and then become flat with small jitter. To investigate the prediction accuracy of different models, the best RMSEPs and the corresponding R2 for validation set are presented in Table 1 . With the same model parameters used in Table 1 , the results of EODT-LS-SVR prediction from the validation set for oil concentration and fat concentration are shown in Fig. 16 and Fig. 17 , respectively. As it can be seen, both show a highly linear correlation into the predicted values and the real values. In Table 1 , the 'LS-SVR' and 'OSC-LS-SVR' also mean that the LS-SVR method with optimum parameters is directly applied to the entire raw spectra or entire OSC-filtered spectra. As observed from Table 1 , when the models are developed by the same multivariate method coupled with different preprocessing algorithms, the RMSEPs obtained by EODT algorithm are much smaller, further illustrating the excellent properties for interferences removal. When the models are developed by the same preprocessing algorithm, the RMSEPs obtained using LS-SVR method outperforms those using PLS method by a considerable margin. This can be explained by the fact that other preprocessing methods can't effectively remove the interference information in raw spectra owing to the multiscale property, and the linear relationship with respect to analyte is still deteriorated by the remaining interferences. Thus, the nonlinear models are more appropriate. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
According to the characteristics of NIR spectra, a method named EODT-LS-SVR is proposed to remove interference information and improve the prediction ability of calibration model. In the process of EODT-LS-SVR, DWPT and EBSR algorithm are used to remove the baseline and noise, and then OSC algorithm is applied to eliminate the interference information orthogonal to analyte in each scale. At last, LS-SVR method is used to develop the calibration model. Through the applications of building the NIR quantitative models of corn samples and milk samples, some appropriate results were acquired for predicting the concentrations of analyte. By comparison against models with different preprocessing algorithms and multivariate methods, EODT-LS-SVRbased models can give more accurate prediction result, indicating that the strategy of EODT-LS-SVR is a promising way for quantitative modeling of complex samples. Only the model yielding the best performance for each algorithm is shown.
